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Abstract. This paper addresses issues related to the order
reduction of systems with multiple input/output ports. The
order reduction is divided up into two steps. The first step
is the standard order reduction method based on the multi-
point approximation of system matrices by applying Krylov
subspace. The second step is based on the rejection of the
weak part of a system. To recognise the weak system part,
Lyapunov equations are used. Thus, this paper introduces ef-
ficient solutions of the Lyapunov equations for port to port
subsystems.

1 Introduction

The order reduction of a linear time invariant system is ap-
plied in almost all fields of electrical engineering. The use
of order reduced models for test simulations of complex sys-
tems is a lot easier than utilising full order models. This is
due to the fact that the lower order transfer function can be
analysed more easily. Therefore, order reduction algorithms
are standard techniques in the integrated circuits community
for analysis, approximation and simulation of models arising
from interconnect and electromagnetic structure analysis.

The combination of order reduction algorithms, derived
from a Krylov subspace projection, and singular value based
methods are successfully used for the order reduction of pas-
sive linear electrical networks. The Krylov subspace projec-
tion method is commonly used for models with a low number
of input/output ports. The singular value based methods are
successfully used for models of a modest order, i.e. a few
hundred. The singular value based method is used for mod-
els which matrix representation allows the inversion opera-
tion. The classical approach is to use the Krylov subspace
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projection to more easily obtain the balanced model for sin-
gular value based methods of an order reduction.

In this work, these two order reduction methods are com-
bined in two steps. The first step of order reduction algorithm
is based on the use of the Krylov subspace projection for
the selection of dominant moments, which are found through
moment matching. In the second step, the order reduced
model is further reduced by rejecting its weak states. A stan-
dard matrix inversion is avoided in the second step of the
order reduction. This combination of order reduction meth-
ods keeps low magnitude and phase errors of order reduced
systems.

2 Standard two-step order reduction

A two-step order reduction method usually consist of the
Krylov subspace projection method (Boley, 1994) and the
balanced truncation method (Antoulas and Sorensen, 2001).
The Krylov subspace projection produces a system of an or-
der which is proportional to the number of input/output ports.
Moreover, the order of the reduced system depends on the
number of expansion points and matched moments. There-
fore for systems with a high number of input/output ports, the
order of the order reduced system may be much higher than
necessary. The required part of the system can be reduced
by employing a Lyapunov balanced based order reduction
method.

Models taken from an integrity circuit (IC) analysis as an
IC conducted emission model ofp input/output ports, can be
described by using MNA as an MIMO system

CsX = GX + BU

V = LX, (1)

where U,V∈Rp×1 are input and output vectors, whileC,
G∈RN×N , B, LT

∈RN×p are system matrices of the order
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N . After the order reduction by the Krylov subspace projec-
tion the order reduced system is described by

C̃sX̃ = G̃X̃ + B̃U

V = L̃X̃, (2)

whereC̃, G̃ ∈ Rq×q , B̃, L̃T
∈Rq×p are order reduced sys-

tem matrices of the orderq�N . Now the Lyapunov equa-
tions are created from the order reduced system described in
Eq. (2) by inversion of the matrix̃C. This is possible as long
as the relevant matrix is not singular. Unfortunately this ma-
trix is normally singular, but due to numerical inaccuracy its
determinant differs from zero. For the invertible matrixC̃ the
Lyapunov equations are

C̃−1G̃P + P(C̃−1G̃)T = −B̃B̃T

QC̃−1G̃ + (C̃−1G̃)T Q = −L̃T L̃ . (3)

The balancing can take place if above equations have unique
solutions, commonly known as observabilityP and control-
lability Q Grammians.

3 Proposed two-step order reduction

The proposed two-step order reduction algorithm consists of
the Krylov subspace projection and truncation of the weak
part of a Lyapunov balanced system. The difference in re-
spect to the standard approach, described in the previous sec-
tion, is going to be discussed in the following.

It is well known that the order of a system reduced by ap-
plying the Krylov subspace projection strongly depends on
the number of its input/output ports. There are published
works that deal with this topic, such asFeldmann(2004),
Silva et al.(2006) andLudwig et al. (2008). In Feldmann
(2004) a system of a high number of input/output ports is de-
scribed so that the input/output ports are not directly involved
in the order reduction of a system. Authors inSilva et al.
(2006) introduce the correlation matrix with respect to which
the weak coupled input/output ports are easily recognised by
looking at the input signal. For this work, the method intro-
duced inLudwig et al. (2007) is employed. The proposed
method reduces the number of inputs/outputs, with respect
to the model functionality. In contrast toSilva et al.(2006)
the input and output signals are not needed. Moreover, the
proposed method inLudwig et al. (2007) can be used for
systems with bidirectional ports, for which the method de-
scribed inFeldmann(2004) is not the most suitable. InLud-
wig et al. (2007), it is suggested to replace all independent
sources that have the same waveform with the same number
of controlled sources and only one port.

Controlled sources and the RLCG part of the system can
be efficiently reduced by the projection of a system matrices
on the Krylov subspace. The system matrices are matrices
obtained by MNA. They do not have a full rank, so that their
orderN exceeds the amount of state space variables. The
order reduced system is described by Eq. (2).

In the second-step of the order reduction, either a whole
system or a part of a system that describes a port to port re-
lation can be reduced. To achieve an efficient reduction of a
system that was reduced in the first-step, it is divided up into
port to port subsystems, so that a subsystem between any port
l and any portm of the system is described by the following
transfer function

H̃ lm =

q∑
k=1

r̃lmk

sd̃k − 1
+ sH̃lm∞ + H̃lm0. (4)

Poles 1̃dk of all port to port transfer functions originate from
matrices̃C andG̃. These two matrices are equal for all port
to port transfer functions, so that all port to port transfer func-
tions have equal poles. Since transfer functions have differ-
ent B̃ andL̃ matrices, they have also different residuesr̃lmk.
Each port to port transfer function has also different constant
H̃lm0 and a polynomial function of the degree onẽHlm∞, be-
cause these two parts of a transfer function originate from the
residues.

The rational and a polynomial function of the degree one
in the Eq. (4) build a state space of a system. Therefore, only
the rational part of the transfer function has an impact on the
order of the sate space matrices. Hence, in the second-step
of the order reduction only the part of the system that builds
a state space is affected by the order reduction. Namely, in-
stead of reducing the system matrices, the state space of the
system is reduced in the second-step. The state space matri-
ces are created from the rational part of the Eq. (4) as

A =


1/d̃1 0 · · · 0

0 1/d̃2 · · · 0
...

...
. . .

...

0 0 · · · 1/d̃q

 , b =


1
1
...

1

 ,

clm =
[
r̃lm1 r̃lm2 · · · r̃lmq

]
. (5)

Lyapunov matrix equations are now

AP + PAT
= −bbT

QlmA + AT Qlm = −cT
lmclm. (6)

Since matricesA andb are independent from the port to port
transfer functions, the controllability GrammianP has to be
calculated only once for all port to port transfer functions.
Because the matrixA is diagonal andb consists of ones, the
controllability Grammian is a symmetric matrix

P = −



d̃2
11

2d̃11

d̃11d̃22
d̃11+d̃22

. . .
d̃11d̃qq

d̃11+d̃qq

d̃11d̃22
d̃11+d̃22

d̃2
22

2d̃22
. . .

d̃qq

d̃22+d̃qq

...
...

. . .
...

d̃11d̃qq

d̃11+d̃qq

d̃22d̃qq

d̃22+d̃qq
. . .

d̃2
qq

2d̃qq


. (7)
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Equivalent
IC conducted

emission model

Fig. 1. An IC conducted emission model that consists of two pins,
and one added independent current source at the one port, that re-
places twelve controlled sources.

Due to the fact that the observability Grammian depends
on the residues of the Eq. (4) it differs for each port to port
transfer function exposing the symmetry as

Qlm = −



r̃2
lm1

d̃2
11

2d̃11
. . . r̃lm1̃rlmq

d̃11d̃qq

d̃11+d̃qq

r̃lm1̃rlm2
d̃11d̃22

d̃11+d̃22
. . . r̃lm2̃rlmq

d̃qq

d̃22+d̃qq

...
. . .

...

r̃lm1̃rlmq
d̃11d̃qq

d̃11+d̃qq
. . . r̃2

lmq

d̃2
qq

2d̃qq


. (8)

The complexity of the proposed solutions of Lyapunov equa-
tions isO(n2), while the complexity of the standard solution
isO(n3).

By using the singular value decomposition of the product
of controllability and observability Grammians the transfor-
mation matrixT for the Lyapunov balancing can be calcu-
lated (Li et al., 1999). With the change of the state space
variablesX = TX̂ in Eq. (1) the balanced system is ob-
tained. Now the Schmidt-Mirsky theorem (Antoulas and
Sorensen, 2001) can be used to reduce the state space ma-
trices of the balanced system. The transfer function Eq. (4)
after the second-step of order reduction is now˜̃
H lm = c̃lm(sI + Ã)−1̃b + sH̃lm∞ + H̃lm0. (9)

whereÃ∈Rn×n, andb̃, c̃T
∈Rn×1. After second-step of the

order reductionn�q�N holds.

4 Examples

The proposed two-step order reduction will be validated by
using an IC conducted emission model. The model is an
electrical representation of IC behaviour on high frequencies
(Steinecke et al., 2006; Gstoettner et al., 2006). The system
of the IC conducted emission model is a MIMO, where a
certain amount of input/output ports are engaged with cur-
rent sources. The remaining ports are used for the voltage
supply of the chip.

The observed IC conducted emission model consists of
two supply pins and twelve current sources. The current
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Fig. 2. Hankel singular values ofZ11 transfer function.
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Fig. 3. Hankel singular values ofZ33 transfer function.

sources are collected into one node, so that the IC conducted
emission model has three inputs/output ports. The system is
described by six transfer functions in mean ofZ-parameters.
In Fig. 1 portsnPIN1 andnPIN2 are supply pins, while port
nblock1 is the equivalent current source.

The low order of the system depicted in Fig.1 can be
achieved by using only one expansion point and one mo-
ment. However, the transfer function of the order reduced
system does not match the original transfer function even in
low frequencies.

So, if the order reduction is split into two steps, the or-
der reduced system exhibits more similarities to the origi-
nal. Namely, in the first-step the original transfer function of
the IC conducted emission model is projected on the Krylov
subspace, by utilising three expansion points and three mo-
ments. The order of the projected system matrices is 27. Now
the transfer function of the reduced system is split into ratio-
nal and nonrational parts as in Eq. (4). The rational part of
the transfer function contains 26 poles. Therefore, the coeffi-
cients of the Lyapunov equations are state space matrices of
the order 26. The order reduction of the state space matrices
depends on the singular values of the system.

Singular values of the transfer functionsZ11 andZ33 are
shown in Figs.2 and3. The singular values show that the
state space matrices that build the transfer functionsZ11 and
Z33 can be reduced to the order one. Moreover, the flow of
the phase and magnitude of the transfer functionsZ11 and
Z33 suggests that the transfer functions can be created by us-
ing only one pole, since magnitude and phase have a mono-
tone relation to the frequency. However the order one of the
system matrices from Eq. (1) cannot be achieved by using
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Fig. 4. Magnitude and phase of original (solid line), reduced in first-
step (solid plus line) and in second-step (dotted line)Z11 transfer
function.
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Fig. 5. Magnitude and phase of original (solid line), reduced in first-
step (solid plus line) and in second-step (dotted line)Z33 transfer
function.

only the projection of the system matrices on the Krylov sub-
space without a loss in system information. By using the
suggested two-step order reduction algorithm the system of
the IC conducted emission model can be reduced to the order
one, while preserving both magnitude or phase characteris-
tics in the whole frequency range of interest.

The results of order reduction are plotted in Figs.4 and
5. The negligible magnitude and phase differences between
original and order reduced transfer functions occur for both
transfer functions. The good matching between original and
order reduced transfer functions is the consequence of good
selection of the expansion points in the first-step and good
selection of the transformation matrix in the second-step of
the order reduction.

5 Conclusions

The first-step of the order reduction is pure projection of each
system matrix on the Krylov subspace. For implementation

of the second-step of the algorithm, the transfer function is
described in mean of residues and poles. This description en-
ables the partitioning of the transfer function onto the ratio-
nal, constant and as the case may be a polynomial function
of the degree one. Since the constant and the polynomial
functions are not of importance for a system order, only the
rational part of the transfer function is consider in the second-
step of the algorithm. In this way the state space matrices of
the system are reduced instead of the system matrices, what
enables the creation of very low order system.

The two-step order reduction algorithm is validated by re-
ducing the order of the systems of the IC conducted emis-
sion models. The proposed algorithm shows better results
than standard order reduction algorithm based on projection
of the system matrices on the Krylov subspace.
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